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Abstract
The concept of BPHZ renormalization is translated into configuration space. A new
version of the convergence theorem by means of Zimmermann’s forest formula is proved
and a sufficient condition for the existence of the constant coupling limit is derived in the
new setting.
1 Introduction
In the conventional approach to quantum field theory, one uses an argument from perturbation the-
ory for the computation of correlation functions, i.e. the latter are expressed in terms of weighted
Feynman graphs and computed in momentum space after Fourier transformation. In general, those
weights contain diverging integrals over free variables and require a well-defined constructive pre-
scription in order to render them finite up to certain ambiguities, which get fixed by employing
suitable normalization conditions. Such a prescription is called renormalization scheme, if it fulfills
additionally physically reasonable properties among which are unitarity, covariance and causality.
The BPHZ scheme is based on the idea of Bogoliubov and Parasiuk [BP57] to use a variation of
the Hadamard regularization of singular integrals in the subtraction of divergent contributions, ab-
breviated the R-operation. It was then rigorously proved by Hepp [Hep66] and since then has been
referred to as the BPH scheme. We may separate Zimmermann’s contribution to BPHZ renormal-
ization into two parts. In [Zim68], he shows how to introduce and remove a regularization of the
integrals by analytic continuation and gives sufficient conditions on the existence of the free inte-
grations. In [Zim69], he solves a combinatorial problem stemming from the existence of overlapping
divergent integrals, which cannot be treated simultaneously by subtractions. Defining the forest
formula for the R-operation, any sequence of integrations leads to finite values. Indeed, the forest
formula can also be applied in other renormalization schemes when one deals with weighted Feyn-
man graphs [Hol13,DFKR14,GHP15] and, depending on the chosen regularization and subtraction,
can be proved in a different fashion in comparison to Zimmermann’s approach [Col86]. In [CK00],
Connes and Kreimer established that the deeper mathematical structure of weighted graphs and
their singularities can be found in the realm of Hopf algebras. This fact has recently caught atten-
tion in stochastic analysis [CH16,Hai17] for the treatment of regularity structures [Hai14].
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The result of the present work is, in the author’s opinion, the version of Zimmermann’s convergence
theorem [Zim69] in configuration space, which is closest to the original formulation of the BPHZ
renormalization scheme and, with this, constitutes a generalization of the approach by Steinmann
(Section 10.3, [Ste00]). The main difference to other approaches lies in the chosen subtraction pre-
scription. In momentum space, one usually deals with vertex functions rather than distributions
and thus cannot apply standard Hadamard regularization like one would use in Epstein-Glaser
renormalization. [EG73] The variation of the latter is based on the observation that one can use
the same type of regularization on the complementary weight of the singular integration. While
the present approach does not require any additional structures apart from the graph weight, it
seemingly bears the drawback that the improvement of the integration in question also worsens the
singular behavior of the complementary weight. It turns out though that this is not harmful. By
Fourier transformation, the R-operation can be transferred to configuration space, where the singu-
larities of large momenta occur in weights when (sub-)graphs are contracted to a point. In contrast
to the momentum space version, one cannot view the weights as functions over configuration space
in general. Defining a renormalization scheme then turns into the task of extending the weights as
distributions to the whole space, i.e. including configurations of contracted (sub-)graphs. Indeed,
the condition on the extendability of distributions (Chapter 3, [Hör90]) can be reformulated into a
condition on local integrability of functions assuming sufficient regularity of the weights.
Theorem 1. Let urΓs P C8pRd|V pΓq|z"graph contractions"q be the weight over a graph Γ. Then
RurΓs P L1
loc
pRd|V pΓq|q for suitable initial configurations, where RurΓs denotes the application of
the R-operation on the weight.
In view of applications in quantum field theory, local integrability is not sufficient in the transi-
tion to constant couplings [EG76], which can be considered as vertex weights in our work. The
problem is of particular interest for massless quantum fields when the edge weights, associated
to fundamental solutions of the wave equation, have only polynomial decay for large distances.
In [LZ76, Low76], Lowenstein and Zimmermann modify the BPHZ scheme and show that the R-
operation does not introduce new singularities in the weight at large distances. We transfer their
result into configuration space without a modification of the R-operation.
Theorem 2. Suppose that urΓs P C8pRd|V pΓq|z"graph contractions"q is sufficiently fast decaying
for all γ Ď Γ at large distances. Then RurΓs P L1pRd|I|q for any subset I of the vertex set V pΓq.
Both results may be viewed as a basis for a formulation of BPHZ renormalization for quantum field
theories on curved spacetimes [Pota] equivalent to the approach in [BF00,HW01,HW02].
2 Statement of the Result
We begin introducing the notions required for the definition of the forest formula. A simple graph
ΓpV,Eq consists of two finite sets, the vertex set V and the edge set E, where there exists a map
B : E Ñ V ˆ V { „, with „ being the equivalence relation pa, bq „ pb, aq. In particular, each pair
of vertices can be joined by maximally one edge. To every element v P V pΓq and e P EpΓq we
associate weights urvs and ures, respectively. We demand those weights to be smooth functions
of their arguments except at configurations with contracted edges, i.e. edge weights ures with
coinciding arguments.
Definition 1. Let ΓpV,Eq be a graph. Then we define the large graph diagonal by
˝
.
“ tx P Rd|V ||Dγ Ă Γ connected @v, w P V pγq, v ‰ w : xv “ xwu
and the thin graph diagonal by
‚
.
“ tx P Rd|V ||@v, w P V pΓq : xv “ xwu.
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With this definition, we write for the graph weight
urΓs “
ź
ePEpΓq
ures
ź
vPV pΓq
urvs P C8pRd|V pΓq|z˝q,
where for each e P EpΓq and v P V pΓq
ures P C8pR2dz‚q and urvs P C8pRdq
holds, respectively. In order to examine the integrability, we need to understand how fast the edge
weights diverge at the large graph diagonal. The following notion was first introduced by Steinmann
for distributions in [Ste71].
Definition 2. Let u P C8pRndz‚q. Then the UV-scaling degree of u is defined as
sdpuq
.
“ inf
"
α P R| lim
λÑ0
λαupλxq “ 0;x P Rndz‚
*
.
For our result it turns out to be more useful to work with the degree of divergence
degpurγsq
.
“ sdpurγsq ´ dp|V pγq| ´ 1q
of a (sub-)graph γ Ď Γ, which relates the scaling degree with the dimension of the integration
required to meet the graph diagonal γ. Note that the scaling acts on vertices but not on lines such
that the scaling degree takes all edges connecting the scaled vertices into account. We refer to
those type of graphs as full vertex parts. Furthermore, we observe that there exists elements in the
large graph diagonal which overlap in the sense that for two graphs γ and γ1 the graph contractions
cannot be performed independently of each other.
Definition 3. Two graphs γ and γ1 are overlapping, denoted by γ l γ1, if none of the following
conditions hold.
V pγq Ď V pγ1q, V pγq Ě V pγ1q, V pγq X V pγ1q “ H
Otherwise they are non-overlapping, denoted by γ m γ1.
As mentioned above, subgraph weights with positive degree of divergence and overlapping vertex
sets pose the major problem apart from employing a proper method of reducing the degree of
divergence constructively. For the former, Zimmermann introduced in [Zim69] the notion of forests,
which are made up of all sets of non-overlapping graphs γ Ď Γ.
Definition 4. A Γ-forest F is a partially ordered set (poset) over V pΓq.
The BPHZ method uses Taylor polynomials for the manipulation of the graph weights, which we
denote for a sufficiently smooth function by
tkx|xfpxq
.
“
kÿ
|α|“0
px´ xqα
α!
f pαqpxq,
where x is the point about which the subtraction is performed and α is a multiindex. We choose the
point of subtraction to be located at the thin graph diagonal of the to-be-renormalized (sub-)graph.
For any graph γ Ď Γ, its thin graph diagonal depends on the configuration of γ in space, i.e. on
xv P R
d for v P V pγq, and by this the point of subtraction is not a constant but variable. We set
V pγq to be the vertex which is computed by
x
V pγq
.
“
1
2|Epγq|
ÿ
vPV pγq
|Epγ|vq|xv, (1)
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where Epγ|vq denotes the incident edges at vertex v P V pγq contributing to γ. We remark that
Steinmann (Section 10.3, [Ste00]) defines the point of subtraction to be the standard mean coordi-
nate
x “
1
|V pγq|
ÿ
vPV pγq
xv.
While both points of subtraction may be used for the result in this work, it turns out that (1) is
necessary for the derivation of normal products in the sense of Zimmermann. [Potb] Additionally, we
observe that the subtractions in the momentum space scheme are preformed with respect to external
momenta at each subgraph. To achieve this Zimmermann introduces a substitution operator. The
analogue in position space is found in computing Taylor polynomials of the external lines to a full
vertex part γ, i.e. incident lines of the vertex V pγq when γ is contracted to a point.
Definition 5. Let Γ and γ Ă Γ be graphs with weights urΓs and urγs, respectively. Then we set
P : γ ÞÑ urΓ n γs.
Here the setdifference n is meant to be computed with respect to the set of lines E. In the case of
PpΓq, P maps only to the vertex weights
ś
urvs.
With this the configuration space formulation of Zimmermann’s forest formula is as follows.
Definition 6. The R-operation on the graph weight is given by
RurΓs
.
“
ÿ
FPF
ź
γPF
p´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqPpγqqurΓs, (2)
where F is the set of all Γ-forests and dpγq
.
“ tdegpurγsqu.
Since the graph weights are singular on the graph diagonal, it can happen that the R-operation
leads to singular configurations, i.e. configurations which are located on the large graph diagonals.
In analogy to [Low76] we refer to configurations in the complement of the large graph diagonal as
non-exceptional configurations.
Theorem 1. Let urΓs P C8pRd|V pΓq|z˝q be the weight over a graph Γ, which has positive scaling
degree at the large graph diagonal. Then
RurΓs P L1locpR
d|V pΓq|q
for non-exceptional configurations.
In relation to the momentum space scheme, one may ask for global integrability with respect to
internal vertices, i.e. vertices with more than one incident edge. This corresponds to the transition
of coupling functions with compact support to coupling constants. We can think of these coupling
functions to be factors in the vertex weights and can control the limit of constant coupling functions
by examining the influence of the R-operation on the long range behavior of the edge weights.
Definition 7. Let u P C8pRnq. Then the large argument scaling of u is defined by
sdpuq
.
“ sup
"
α P R| lim
ΛÑ8
ΛαupΛxq “ 0
*
.
The IR-degree of divergence is given by
degpuq
.
“ sdpuq ´ n.
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For short ranges, the external lines of the considered subgraph are smooth at the point of coincidence
and only internal lines determine the local integrability of the weight. Instead, for large arguments,
the external lines contribute with their decay behavior. Therefore we consider the edges of the
full vertex parts in the UV and all incident edges of the involved vertex set in the IR. In order to
distinguish both notions, a graph involving all incident edges of a given vertex set V pγq are denoted
by 9γ. However, this is implicit for the IR-scaling degree such that we still write sdpurγsq.
Theorem 2. Let urΓs P C8pRd|V pΓq|z˝q be the weight over Γ. Suppose that the IR-degree of
divergence is positive for all urγs, γ Ď Γ. Then
RurΓs P L1pRd|I|q
for any I Ă V pΓq.
3 Proof of Theorem 1
We have to show that the degree of divergence of each forest F is below a certain threshold in
reference to a chosen integration over vertices I Ď V pΓq. As a rough estimate, we know that the
empty forest is an element in the set of all forests F . Knowing that there exists a γ Ă Γ which has
dpγq ě 0, we cannot expect for all integrations to find better behavior than the one of the empty set.
Analogously to Zimmermann, a reordering of the forest formula is feasible, but requires a careful
treatment due to the relation between graph contractions and overlap. The proof is performed in
three steps. Before reordering the elements in forests, we analyze the singularity structure of the
weight in regard of integrations over some subset of vertices. In the third step, we show that the
recursive structure of the R-operation leads to the desired scaling of the weight at the large graph
diagonal.
3.1 Space Decomposition
Consider the integration over a vertex v P V pΓq assigned to the variable xv P R
d, i.e. the summation
over all possible configurations of urΓs, where all variables except xv are held fixed. We observe
that in this simple case all incident edges are contracted exactly when xv coincides with the other
vertex of the edge, respectively. Suppose that more than one of those edges have positive degree of
divergence. Then there are obviously overlapping subgraphs and the resulting forests are allowed to
contain maximally one of those divergent subgraphs. Thus there are several ways for the reordering
of the forest formula that can pick up only one of the divergences.
In order to treat all divergent contributions associated to a chosen integrated vertex v P V pΓq, we
decompose the space and perform the reordering only in a neighborhood of the vertices in question.
Therefore we define
ρ
.
“ min
γĎΓ
min
v,wPV pγq
dpxv, xwq,
where dp., .q denotes some metric on Rd. Since we assumed that urΓs P C8pRd|V pΓq|z˝q, we obtain
ρ ą 0 and define further
ρ˚
.
“
ρ
2|V pΓq|
.
Note that ρ˚ is chosen such that even if all vertices were align*ed initially on a ray, all gaps would
be greater than ρ˚. Next we assign to every vertex a region
Bρ˚pvq
.
“ tx P Ω|}x´ xv}E ď ρ
˚, v P V pΓqu
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and clearly
Bρ˚pvq XBρ˚pwq “ H for v, w P V pΓq.
Therefore the regions Bρ˚ serve as a good candidate for separate reorderings.
In the case of more than one integrated vertex, the space of configurations associated to graph
contractions can become large and complex. Nevertheless, the contraction always involves exactly
one non-integrated vertex and the graph has to shrink to a region around it, contracting subgraph
after subgraph subsequently. This process can be anticipated by establishing a hierarchy of graph
contractions or edge lengths, respectively.
We start by choosing a to-be-contracted graph γ Ď Γ and a sequence of integrations
H Ă I1 Ă I2 Ă ... Ă Im Ă V pγq,
where |Im| “ |V pγq| ´ 1. As in the beginning of this section, we assign a to-be-contracted edge
e1 P Epγq to I1 and transfer to the region where dpxspe1q, xtpe1qq ă ρ
˚ with B e1 “ tspe1q, tpe1qu.
We proceed in the same way for every IjzIj´1, i.e. assigning an edge ej P Epγq such that ej ‰ ei
for all i P Ij´1 and passing to the region with dpxspej q, xtpejqq ă ρ
˚. The hierarchy is then defined
in the following way for all Ij .
j´1ÿ
k“1
dpxspekq, xtpekqq ă dpxspej q, xtpejqq
With this, it is guaranteed that no other contractions are met during the integrations and we
observe that the region of occurrence is again restricted to Bρ˚pvq with v P V pγqzIm.
In general, the set of possible graph contractions for any chosen set I Ă V pΓq is not unique, but we
may proceed as above by assigning an edge e P EpΓq to each element i P I, collecting all edges in a
sets of full vertex part subgraphs and restricting those to regions Bρ˚p‚q making use of the above
defined hierarchy.
3.2 Reordering
Our strategy for reordering the forest formula is inspired by the proof of Zimmermann in [Zim69],
i.e. for any chosen integration set I, the forests are reordered such that we meet the condition on
the degree of divergence. As a first step, we characterize graphs.
Definition 8. Consider a subgraph γ Ď Γ and an integration set Im Ď V pΓq with |Im| “ m. Then
γ is called
1. variable w.r.t. Im if |V pγq X Im| “ |V pγq| ´ 1,
2. integrated w.r.t. Im if |V pγq X Im| “ |V pγq|,
3. constant w.r.t. Im otherwise.
Lemma 1. Let γ Ă Γ and γ1 Ă γ Ă γ2. Then
1. γ1 is integrated if γ is integrated,
2. γ2 is constant if γ is constant,
3. γ1 is variable or integrated if γ is variable.
Proof. Follows directly from the Definition 8.
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For the reordering of forests, we work directly with complete posets. Let A be a countable, finite
set, I Ď A and F be a poset over A. Further consider any f P F with maximal subelements f1, ...fa
where every fj P F . We set the following rules for reduction of subelements. If fj is variable, we
reduce fj to a constant vertex. If fj is integrated, we reduce fj to an integrated vertex. If fj is
constant, we take the set difference of fj with f itself. W.l.o.g. the elements f1, ..., fb with b ď a
are either integrated or variable and the reduced elements are given by
f˜
.
“ pf{f1...fbqzfb`1...fa
where f{g means the reduction of g inside f to a vertex and fzg is the usual set difference. Then
we define the set
F˜
.
“ tf˜ |f P F, f1...fa reduced, fj P F maximal w.r.t. fu,
where fj Ă f is maximal, if there exists no fi Ă f with i ‰ j and fi P F such that fi Ą fj .
Recall that F is the poset with elements f potentially fulfilling additional conditions. In the case of
Zimmermann, f was required to be one-particle-irreducible (1PI). We require them to be full vertex
parts. But our construction holds for more general situations like requiring only connectedness or
even no condition at all. Without specifying it further, let us refer to the condition as C.
In order to enable us to relate various posets, we take the intersection of f˜ with the integration set
I to determine the integrated elements in f˜ .
If˜
.
“ f˜ X I (3)
Note that If˜ does not necessarily meet the condition C. Nevertheless we construct elements g˜ Ď f˜ ,
where g˜ is variable w.r.t. I, meets C and is maximal w.r.t. C in the sense that there exists
no variable g˜1 Ď f˜ meeting C such that g˜ Ă g˜1. This construction is not unique in general, i.e.
following from the definition of variable elements, there may exist overlapping elements. Recalling
the decomposition from the previous section, we suppose that we can find a configuration of non-
overlapping elements in those restricted regions so that we define
G˜F
.
“ tg˜ Ă f˜ |g˜ variable w.r.t. I & maximal w.r.t. C, f P F, g˜ m g˜1 @ g˜1 P G˜u.
From this set, we recover the “full” elements by “blowing up” the reduced graphs again.
GF
.
“ tg Ă f |g
.
“ g˜ Y pfip1q...fipcgqq, g˜ P G˜F , f P F, fipjq max w.r.t. f, fipjq X g˜ ‰ Hu
Furthermore we need to define two sets that will gain importance at a later stage of the proof. We
set
f “ fzf1...fa,
define
F 1
.
“ tf P F |f is constantu
and the set of maximal variable elements in constant elements
HF
.
“ tf P F |f variable &f maximal element of f 1 P F 1u.
We begin reordering of the forest formula considering the union of F and GF .
Lemma 2. pF YGF ,Ďq is a complete poset.
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Proof. Consider gf , g
1
f , gf 1 P GF . By definition gf “ g
1
f or gf X g
1
f “ H holds. For f X f
1 “ H,
gf X gf 1 “ H holds, and for f Ă f
1, we refer again to the definition of GF from which gf X gf 1 “ H
follows by Lemma 1.
Next, take f, f 1 P F and gf P GF . Then
f X f 1 “ H ñ gf X f
1 “ H,
f Ă f 1 ñ gf Ă f,
f Ą f 1 ñ f 1 Ă fj maximal w.r.t. f
ñ either f 1 X gf “ H or f
1 Ă gf .
Since pF,Ďq is a forest, so is pF YGF ,Ďq as asserted.
Zimmermann introduced the notion of "complete" forests in his proof. This is not a good choice
for our approach since all forests are complete posets by definition. Instead, we introduce another
notion, which expresses the same idea.
Definition 9. A complete poset F over a countable, finite set A is saturated with respect to I, if
for every f P F either f X I “ H or f is variable or integrated.
Lemma 3. pF YGF ,Ďq is a saturated complete poset.
Proof. Let f P F 1. Then f X I “ H, where f is computed w.r.t. F YGF , since f only has variable
or constant subgraphs by construction. For f P F zF 1, f is either variable or integrated. If g P GF ,
then g˜ is variable by construction and hence g is either variable or integrated. This proves the
assertion.
From now on we use the notation SIpF q for the saturation of F with respect to I.
Definition 10. Let pF,Ďq be a complete poset. The base of F is given by the relation
BIpF q
.
“ F zHF zA
B1IpF q
.
“ BIpF q YA.
From Definition 10 and Lemma 3, it is clear that we can always find base BIpF q and saturation
SIpF q given a complete poset pF,Ďq. We want to show that BIpF q and SIpF q are directly related.
Lemma 4. Let pF,Ďq be a complete poset with base B1IpF q and saturation SIpF q. Then B
1
IpSIpF qq “
B1IpF q and SIpB
1
IpF qq “ SIpF q.
Proof. By definition, we have
B1IpSIpF qq “ pF YGF qzHFYGF .
Then B1IpSIpF qq “ B
1
IpF q, if HFYGF “ GF YHF , since
pF YGF qzHFYGF “ pF YGF qzpGF YHF q “ F zHF “ B
1
IpF q.
But the latter only holds, if pF zHF q
1 “ F 1, which follows from
f P HF ñ f R F,
f P F zHF , f P F
1 ñ f
F
X I Ď f
F zHF
X I
ñ f P pF zHF q,
f P F zHF , f R F
1 ñ f
F
X I “ f
F
ñ f1, ..., fa maximal w.r.t. fare not in HF
ñ f R pF zHF q
1.
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For
SIpB
1
IpF qq
.
“ pF zHF q YGF zHF ,
we obtain the assertion, if GF zHF “ GF YHF , since
pF zHF q YGF zHF “ pF zHF q YGF YHF “ F YGF “ SIpF q.
We already know that pF zHF q
1 “ F 1. Hence GF zHF “ GF YHF follows from
f
F
zgFf “ f
F zHF
zg
F zHF
f
for f P F 1 “ pF zHF q
1.
Certainly,
f
F
zgFf Ď f
F zHF
zg
F zHF
f
holds. Then either there exists a maximal f0 P HF w.r.t. f or the opposite. In the first case we
have f0 X I “ f0, in the latter case we obtain
f
F zHF
“ f
F
.
In both cases it follows
pf
F zHF
zg
F zHF
f qzpf
F
zgFf q “ H.
This proves the assertion.
Proposition 1. Let pS,Ďq be a saturated complete poset over A with base B. The set of complete
posets pF,Ďq with saturation S is given by the condition
B Ď F Ď S.
Proof. Let B Ď F Ď S. We know that SIpBq “ S and relate GB and GF by
f P B1 ñ f P S1 ñ f P F,
f P B, f P F 1 ñ f P S1 ñ f P F 1 since f
F
Ď f
B
,
f P F zB Ď GB ñ f
F
“ f
B
by definition of GF .
With this we obtain B1 “ F 1 and GF “ GBzpF zBq. Then
SIpF q “ F YGF “ F YGBzpF zBq “ B YGB “ S.
Since the result on equivalence classes of forest is established, we are able to perform the reordering
of the forest formula.
Lemma 5. Provided that the equivalence class of a given forest F over Γ is given by B Ď F Ď S,
the (truncated) weight RurΓs over the graph Γ is given by
RurΓs “
ÿ
SPS
ź
γPS
pχpγqPpgqqurΓs
with χpγq “ p1´ tpγqq for γ P HS and χpγq “ ´tpγq if γ R HS. S denotes the set of all saturated
forests.
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Proof. In a first step we writeÿ
FPF
ź
γPF
p´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqPpγqq “
ÿ
SPS
ÿ
BĎFĎS
ź
γPF
p´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqPpγqq
We observe that SzB “ pB YHSqzB “ HS , such that γ P F is either in HS or B. Now if γ P HS
then there exists an F0 such that g R F0 and likewise if γ P B then there exist no F0 such that
γ R F0 since B Ď F0 holds. Hence for γ P HS we may split the sum into a set of forests containing
γ and into set of forests not containing γ. Like this we obtain the factor p1 ´ tpγqq. Since there
exist no forest F0 that does not contain γ P B, the only factor one obtains is ´tpγq.
3.3 Recursion
In the following, we describe the actual recursive structure of the R-operation. Suppose F is
saturated w.r.t. I and χp.q is given as above. For some γ P F , the weight urγs after the R-operation
reads
R1Furγs “ urγ1s...urγas
aź
j“1
χpγjqurΓ n γ1...γa|γs,
where we denote by R1F the restricted action of R to elements γj P F which are maximal w.r.t.
γ. Note that by construction, all γj are mutually disjoint. Further we recall that we have to scale
every vertex that is in I, i.e. xv ÞÑ λxv if v P I. Since we just picked any γ, it suffices to look at
Iγ from (3). With the help of Definition 2, we are able to examine the effect of Taylor operators
on the graph weights. For simplicity we consider first sufficiently smooth functions of several real
variables. Consider a family of functions f1, ..., fn. Then we have [LZ75]
sd
´ nÿ
i“1
fi
¯
ď max
i
tsdpfiqu (4)
sd
´ nź
i“1
fi
¯
“
nÿ
i“1
sdpfiq. (5)
Since we want to analyze Taylor polynomials of these functions, we make use of the following. [BF00]
Lemma 6. For α multiindex, a smooth function f P Rnz‚ we have
sdpxαfq ď sdpfq ´ |α|, (6)
sdpBα uq ď sdpfq ` |α|. (7)
Lemma 7. Let f : Rn ˆ Rm Ñ C and k-times continuously differentiable in the first entry. Let
further tdx|x be the Taylor operator and d ď k. Then
sdxpt
d
x|x¯fpx, yqq ď sdxpfpx, yqq,
sdx,ypt
d
x|x¯fpx, yqq ď sdx,ypfpx, yqq,
sdxpp1´ t
d
x|x¯qfpx, yqq ď sdxpf
pd`1qpx, yqq ´ d´ 1,
where sdz denotes the scaling degree where only the variable z is scaled.
Proof. Note that
sdxpt
d
x|x¯fpx, yqq “ sdx
´ dÿ
|α|“0
px´ x¯qα
α!
f pαqpx¯, yq
¯
“ max
α
sdx
ˆ
px´ x¯qα
α!
f pαqpx¯, yq
˙
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and hence we may fix any α and apply Lemma 6. First we recall that f P CkpRnq and hence is
smooth in the scaling limit sdx so that
sdxpf
pαqpx¯, yqq ď 0
(6)
ñ sdx
´
px´ x¯qαf pαqpx¯, yq
¯
ď ´|α|.
Then we take the maximum over α and the first assertion follows. Further we observe that f pαqpx¯, yq
is not a smooth function in the scaling limit with respect to x and y. Hence we use
sdx,ypf
pαqpx¯, yqq
(7)
ď sdx,ypfpx¯, yqq ` |α|
and we obtain
sdx,y
´
px ´ x¯qαf pαqpx¯, yq
¯
“ sdx,ypfpx¯, yqq ` |α| ´ |α| “ sdx,ypfpx¯, yqq,
which is independent of α, so that the second assertion follows. In case of the third assertion, we
write
p1´ tdx|x¯qfpx, yq “
ÿ
|α|“d`1
pd` 1qpx´ x¯qα
α!
ż
p1 ´ θqd`1f pαqpx¯` θpx´ x¯q, yqdθ,
where f pαqpx¯ ` θpx ´ x¯q, yq is again a smooth function in the scaling limit with respect to x and
px´ x¯q Ñ 0 such that the integration becomes independent. Thus we apply Lemma 6 for moments
and find
sdxpp1 ´ t
d
x|x¯qfpx, yqq ď sdxpf
pd`1qpx¯, yqq ´ |α| “ sdxpf
pd`1qpx¯, yqq ´ d´ 1
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
With this, we compute the scaling behavior of a graph weight modified by a single Taylor operator.
Lemma 8. Let Γ be a Feynman graph with vertex set V and edge set E and urΓs be the weight
over Γ. Then we have
sdV pλq
´
´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqPpγqurΓs
¯
ď sdV pλq purλsq
sdV pγq
´´
1´ t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqPpγq
¯
urΓs
¯
ď sdV pγq purΓsq ´ dpγq ´ 1
for λ, γ Ď Γ, γ m λ.
Proof. We want to apply Lemma 7 and therefore have to analyze the decomposition of urΓs.
Applying the ordering operator P, we have
´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqPpγqurΓs “ urγs
´
´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqurΓ n γs
¯
and may focus on the second factor. We have to distinguish various cases according to the relation
of the set of the Taylor polynomial V pγq and the set of the scaling V pλq.
V pλq Ď V pgq. There is nothing to modify and we write
sdV pλq
´
urγs
´
´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqurΓ n γs
¯¯
“ sdV pλq purγsq ` sdV pλq
´
´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqurΓ n γs
¯
ď sdV pλq purγsq ` sdV pλq purΓ n γsq
ď sdV pλq purλsq .
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V pλq X V pγq “ H. By construction, the point V pγq has to be disjoint for the coincidence point
V pλq. Hence the edges that can be involved in both the Taylor operation on vertices in V pγq
and the scaling on vertices in V pλq are smooth at the point of coincidence by assumption.
V pλq Ą V pγq. We can reduce the action of the Taylor operator to the part of u that depends only
on V pλq, i.e.
urΓ n γs “ urλ n γsurΓ n λs.
and in scaling
sdV pλq
´
urγs
´
´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqurΓ n γs
¯¯
“ sdV pλq purγsq ` sdV pλq
´
´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqurλ n γs
¯
` sdV pλq purΓ n λsq
ď sdV pλq purγsq ` sdV pλq purλ n γsq ` sdV pλq purΓ n λsq
ď sdV pλq purλsq .
We turn to the second assertion. Since urΓs “ urγsurΓ n γs, we have
sdV pγq
´´
1´ t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqPpγq
¯
urΓs
¯
“ sdV pγq
´
urγs
´
1´ t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγq
¯
urΓ n γs
¯
ď sdV pγq purγsq ` sdV pγq purΓ n γsq ´ dpγq ´ 1
ď sdV pγq purγsq ´ dpγq ´ 1.
This concludes the proof.
Note that we excluded the case of overlapping graphs λ for the scaling and γ for the Taylor surgery.
The argument for this is given in the following. Let γ, λ Ă Γ and γ l λ while maintaining that
γ and λ are full vertex parts. Further consider γ P F and the scaling of λ. Then Ppγq sorts out
the line complement, so that we take V pΓn γq which certainly has non-vanishing intersection with
V pγq. From this we single out the set E1pΓ n γq, which is entirely in λ and for each e P E1pΓ n γq
there exists a v P V pγq such that v P B e.
In the contraction of λ to a point, edges of E1pΓ n γq are not collapsing to a point. The argument
for this starts from the observation that the Taylor operator maps
xv ÞÑ x
for v P V pγq. Since V pγq l V pλq there exist v P V pγq X V pλq. W.l.o.g we contract λ to the origin
and set for each w P V pλq
xw ÞÑ ρxw
with ρ ą 0. Then, in the contraction, we decompose x accordingly
x
.
“
1
2|Epγq|
ÿ
vPV pγq
|Epγ|vq|xv
“
1
2|Epγq|
´ ÿ
vPV pγqzV pλq
|Epγ|vq|xv `
ÿ
wPV pγqXV pλq
|Epγ|wq|xw
¯
such that the scaled quantity is given by
xρ “
1
2|Epγq|
´ ÿ
vPV pγqzV pλq
|Epγ|vq|xv ` ρ
ÿ
wPV pγqXV pλq
|Epγ|wq|xw
¯
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and we obtain in the limit
lim
ρÑ0
xρ “
1
2|Epγq|
´ ÿ
vPV pγqzV pλq
|Epγ|vq|xv
¯
.
Hence for each e P E1pΓ n γq, we have
urespxv, xwq ÞÑ urespx, xwq Ñ urespxρ“0, 0q.
Therefore, as long as the sum of vertices v P V pγqzV pλq does not vanish, which does not happen
for non-exceptional configurations, the elements of E1pΓnγq do not collapse in the contraction and
thus improve the scaling since we assumed positive scaling degree of every edge in Γ.
In the next step, we prove that RurΓs has the right scaling for any chosen I.
Lemma 9. Let F be a saturated forest and γ P F . Then
sdIγ pR
1
Furγsq ă d|Iγ | for constant γ
sdIγ pR
1
Furγsq ď degγpurγsq ` d|Iγ | for integrated of variable γ
provided that the same relations hold for any maximal element in F w.r.t. γ.
Proof. Let γ P F be constant. Then γ has only variable or constant maximal subgraphs, where the
variable subgraphs are in HF . Hence we rewrite accordingly
R1Furγs “ urγ1s...urγas
aź
j“1
χpγjqurΓ n γ1...γa|γs
“ urγ1s...urγas
bź
i“1
p1´ t
dpγiq
V pγiq
|
V pγiq
q
aź
j“b`1
p´t
dpγjq
V pγjq
|
V pγjq
qurΓ n γ1...γa|γs.
Note that urΓ n γ1...γa|γs contains only constant vertices except for those belonging to maximal
subgraphs, which are set to the same point in the Taylor surgery for each subgraph, respectively.
Then the scaling does not affect urΓn γ1...γa|γs since all maximal subgraphs are mutually disjoint
and contain at least one constant vertex. Then we obtain only moments px´ xqα for γ1...γa in the
scaling of Iγ . We compute
sdIγ
`
R1Furγs
˘
“ sdIγ purγ1s...urγas
bź
i“1
p1´ t
dpγiq
V pγiq
|
V pγiq
q
aź
j“b`1
p´t
dpγjq
V pγjq
|
V pγjq
qurΓ n γ1...γa|γsq
(5)
“
aÿ
k“1
sdIγk
purγksq ` sdIγ p
bź
i“1
p1 ´ t
dpγiq
V pγiq
|
V pγiq
q
aź
j“b`1
p´t
dpγjq
V pγjq
|
V pγjq
qurΓ n γ1...γa|γsqq
applying Lemma 8 and restricting to resulting moments
ď
aÿ
k“1
sdIγk
purγksq ` sdIγ
´ bź
i“1
ÿ
|αi|“dpγiq`1
px´ xqαi |γi
aź
j“b`1
dpγjqÿ
|βj |“0
´px´ xqβj |γj
¯
splitting the first sum
“
bÿ
i“1
sdIγi
´ ÿ
|αi|“dpγiq`1
px´ xqαi |γiurγis
¯
`
aÿ
j“b`1
sdIγj
´ dpγjqÿ
|βj |“0
´px´ xqβj |γjurγjs
¯
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using Lemma 6 for the first term and Lemma 7 for the second term
ď
bÿ
i“1
sdIγi
purγisq ´ dpγiq ´ 1`
aÿ
j“b`1
sdIγj
purγjsq
applying the definition of UV-degree of divergence
“
bÿ
i“1
d|Iγi | ` degγi
purγisq ´ dpγiq ´ 1loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
ă0
`
aÿ
j“b`1
sdIγj
purγjsqloooooomoooooon
ăd|Iγj | by hypothesis
ă
bÿ
i“1
d|Iγi | `
aÿ
j“b`1
d|Iγj | “
aÿ
i“1
d|Iγi | “ d|Iγ |
Next let γ P F be variable or integrated. Then there are only variable or integrated maximal
subgraphs by definition, but none of those are in HF . We write
R1Furγs “ urγ1s...urγas
aź
j“1
χpγjqurΓ n γ1...γa|γs
“ urγ1s...urγas
aź
j“1
p´t
dpγjq
V pγjq
|
V pγjq
qurΓ n γ1...γa|γs.
Here, urΓnγ1...γa|γs carries integrated vertices and is involved in the scaling procedure. Therefore
we keep the factor explicit in our computation. We find
sdIγ
`
R1Furγs
˘
“ sdIγ
´
urγ1s...urγas
aź
j“1
p´t
dpγjq
V pγjq
|
V pγjq
qurΓ n γ1...γa|γs
¯
(5)
“
aÿ
i“1
sdIγi
purγisq ` sdIγ
´ aź
j“1
dpγjqÿ
|αj |“0
px´ xqαj |γj
α!
D
αj
V pγjq
|
V pγjq
urΓ n γ1...γa|γs
¯
(4)
ď
aÿ
i“1
sdIγi
purγisq ` max
α1...αa
!
sdIγ
´ aź
j“1
px ´ xqαj |γjD
αj
V pγjq
|
V pγjq
urΓ n γ1...γa|γs
¯)
applying Lemma 8
ď
aÿ
i“1
sdIγi
purγisq ` sdIγ purΓ n γ1...γa|γsq
“ sdIγ purγsq “ degγpurγsq ` d|Iγ |
This finishes the proof.
What is left to show is the actual convergence of our method. Recall that it is sufficient to show that
the degree of divergence for each summand of the forest formula (2) is negative, after the reordering
via saturation and for any integration set I. Due to the recursive structure of our approach, we
have
sdIpR
1
SurΓsq
#
ă d|I| for Γ R S
ď deg
Γ
purΓsq ` d|I| for Γ P S
where R1S refers to the R-operation with contributions coming from Γ excluded. For Γ P S, Γ P HS
and thus χpΓq “ p1´ tpΓqqPpΓq. Therefore we apply Lemma 8 and obtain
sdIpRurΓsq ă d|I|.
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4 Proof of Theorem 2
We know from Theorem 1 that RurΓs is locally integrable. Thus we focus on the infrared. The
strategy to control the long range effects of Taylor operations is inspired by [Low76] and based on
establishing a relation of the long range behavior of the weight between the “pure” urΓs and the
R-modified RurΓs. Clearly, urΓs is easier to control. Therefore we show that RurΓs has better
regularity for large arguments than urΓs. In fact, we have to perform a slight modification of the
latter since local integrability is not maintained in the transition from RurΓs to urΓs.
4.1 Reduction
The modification is modeled on the Calderon-Zygmund Lemma (conf. [Ste70], Theorem 4 of part
I.3) and the associated Calderon-Zygmund decomposition, where the latter already assumes integra-
bility, while we want to show integrability knowing only certain decay properties of the unmodified
weight. But in fact, we know that RurΓs is locally integrable. Hence recall that we had to perform
a reordering of the forest formula in regions Bρ˚p‚q, i.e. mutually disjoint regions containing the
graph diagonals of RurΓs with respect to the chosen integration set I. Assume further that RurΓs
is integrable due to
sdIpRurΓsq ě sdIpurΓsq ą 0 (8)
for each I Ă V pΓq. Then we can introduce a constant C ą 0 and a set O Ă Rd|I| such that
O “
Ť
j Qj consists of mutually disjoint open cubes Qj and |RurΓs| ď C almost everywhere on
Rd|I|zO. Additionally the following bounds hold for every cube Qj .
C ď
1
µpQjq
ż
Qj
|RurΓs|dµI ď 2
d|I|C
This enables us to perform the Calderon-Zygmund decomposition, i.e. we write RurΓs “ GrΓ; Is`
BrΓ; Is, where
GrΓ; Ispxq “
#
RurΓspxq x P Rd|I|zO
1
µpQjq
ş
Qj
RurΓspxqdµI x P Qj
is the “good” function and accordingly the “bad” function is given by BrΓ; Ispxq “ 0 for x P Rd|I|zO
and
ş
Qj
BrΓ; IsdµI “ 0 for each Qj. Now note that
}RurΓs}L1pRd|I|q ď }GrΓ; Is}L1pRd|I|q ` }BrΓ; Is}L1pRd|I|q
and
}BrΓ; Is}L1pRd|I|q “
ż
Rd|I|
|BrΓ; Ispxq|dµI “
ÿ
j
ż
Qj
|BrΓ; Ispxq|dµI
ď
ÿ
j
ż
Qj
`
|RurΓspxq| ` |GrΓ; Ispxq|
˘
dµI
ď
ÿ
j
2
ż
Qj
|RurΓspxq|dµI ă 8,
where the last line follows from the definition of GrΓ; Is and the local integrability of RurΓs.
Therefore we have to show that the “good” function GrΓ; Is is absolutely integrable. We observe
that |GrΓ; Is| ď 2d|I|C in every Qj and |GrΓ; Is| ď C almost everywhere on R
d|I|zO. In particular,
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we have GrΓ; Is “ RurΓs for |x| Ñ 8 so that it is sufficient to examine the scaling of RurΓs for
large arguments.
Recall that the reordering was constructed only for regions where RurΓs was singular. Hence we
may work with
RurΓs
.
“
ÿ
FPF
ź
γPF
p´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqPpγqqurΓs.
But it is intuitively clear that the integrability will be determined by the “worst” summand in the
forest formula, i.e. the summand with the slowest decay at infinity. Then we may restrict ourselves
to any forest F P F and thus to
RFurΓs
.
“
ź
γPF
p´t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγqPpγqqurΓs.
4.2 Recursion
Analogously to the UV-case, we examine first the influence of moments and derivatives on the
IR-scaling degree.
Lemma 10. Let α be a multiindex and f P C8pRnz‚q. Then
sdxpx
αfq ě sdxpfq ´ |α|
sdxpB
α fq ě sdxpfq ` |α|.
Proof. We compute
sdx
´
xα Bβ u
¯
“ sup
κPR
t lim
ΛÑ8
ΛκxαΛ B
β
Λ
uΛu
“ sup
κPR
t lim
ΛÑ8
Λκ`|α|´|β|xα Bβ uΛu
ě sup
κPR
t lim
ΛÑ8
Λκxα Bβ uΛu ´ |α| ` |β|
“ sdxpuq ´ |α| ` |β|.
For |β| “ 0 we obtain the first assertion and for |α| “ 0 the second statement follows.
Additionally we have [LZ75]
sd
´ÿ
j
fj
¯
ě min
j
sd pfjq
sd
´ź
j
fj
¯
“
ÿ
j
sd pfjq .
Coming back to the initial idea of the proof, we notice that due to the assumption in (8) we reduced
the problem to the comparison of RFurΓs and urΓs in terms of long range scaling properties. It is
left to show that the assumption on the unmodified weight urΓs suffices to guarantee integrability
of the R-modified weight RurΓs. We start by looking at the effect of Taylor operators on the
IR-scaling degree, acting on sufficiently smooth functions.
Lemma 11. Let f P CkpRm ˆ Rnq and k ě d. Then we have
sdxpt
d
x|xfpx, yqq ě sdxpfpx, yqq
sdypt
d
x|xfpx, yqq ě sdypfpx, yqq
sdx,ypt
d
x|xfpx, yqq ě sdx,ypfpx, yqq
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Proof. Regardless of the scaling variable, we may write
sdptdx|xfpx, yqq “ sd
´ dÿ
|α|“0
px´ xqα
α!
Dαx|xfpx, yq
¯
ě min
α
sd
´
px´ xqαDαx|xfpx, yq
¯
.
For a better distinction, we assume two different parameters α for the moments and β for the
derivatives so that we find ourselves in the situation of Lemma 10. Then we have
sdx{px,yq
´
px´ xqαDβ
x|xfpx, yq
¯
“ sdx{px,yq pfpx, yqq ´ |α| ` |β|
and
sdy
´
px´ xqαDβ
x|xfpx, yq
¯
“ sdy pfpx, yqq ` |β|
Setting α “ β and minimizing over this parameter, the three assertions follow.
Let us next analyze the effect of the Taylor operations of a subgraph γ Ď Γ in various constellations
regarding the IR-scaling of a subgraph λ Ď Γ. Due to our simplification in the beginning of the
proof, we only have to consider Taylor polynomials.
Lemma 12. We have
sdV pλq
´
t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγq
PpγqurΓs
¯
ě sdV pλqpurλsq
for all λ, γ Ď Γ
Proof. We start by working out the involved lines in both the scaling and the Taylor operation.
We observe that they must be in 9γ X 9λ for the first and a subset of 9γ n γ for the latter. We take
any e P Ep 9λX 9γ n γq and write
t
dpγq
V pγq|V pγq
ur 9γ n γs “
dpγqÿ
|α|“0
px´ xqα
α!
Dαx|xur 9γ n γs
“
dpγqÿ
a`|α|“0
pxspeq ´ xq
a
a!
pDαxspeq|xuresq
px´ xqα
α!
Dαx|xur 9γ n γ n es.
Due to our choice, we know further that either speq P V pλq or tpeq P V pλq or both speq, tpeq P V pλq.
But this matches exactly the relations of Lemma 11 and thus the assertion follows.
The last step towards the comparison of R-modified and unmodified weight is the analysis of the
recursive action of the R-operation for any forest F P F .
Lemma 13. Let F P F , γ P F and I Ă V pΓq. Then
sdIγ pR
1
FurΓ|γsq ě sdIγ purγsq
provided the same relations hold for any maximal subgraph of γ in F .
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Proof. Suppose that γ1, ..., γa P F are maximal subgraphs of γ Ď Γ. Then we write
R1FurΓ|γs “ urΓ|γ1s...urΓ|γas
aź
j“1
p´t
dpγjq
V pγjq|V pγjq
qurΓ n pγ1...γaq|γs.
Note that this is possible since we consider only forests F before the saturation. Choosing some
I Ă V pΓq, the IR-scaling with respect to the intersection I X V pγq “ Iγ gives
sdIγ pR
1
FurΓ|γsq “
aÿ
j“1
sdIγ purΓ|γj sq ` sdIγ
˜
aź
j“1
p´t
dpγjq
V pγjq|V pγjq
qurΓ n pγ1...γaq|γs
¸
ě
aÿ
j“1
sdIγ purΓ|γj sq ` sdIγ purΓ n pγ1...γaq|γsq ,
where the inequality follows from the application of Lemma 12. We observe immediately that under
the hypothesis
sdIγ pR
1
FurΓ|γj sq ě sdIγ purγjsq (9)
for all maximal subgraphs, it follows that
sdIγ pR
1
FurΓ|γss ě sdIγ rurγsq. (10)
That this hypothesis is sensible may best be observed by starting with γ chosen to be minimal, i.e.
there exist no subgraphs in γ which are also renormalization parts. In that case,
R1FurΓ|γs “ urγs
and thus (10) is fulfilled for all minimal graphs in F . The next step is obvious. Take any subgraph
γ such that all its maximal subgraphs are minimal in F . Then assumption (9) holds by the previous
step.
With this, we obtain for every normal forest F
sdIpRFurΓsq ě sdIpurΓsq
and for every full forest F
sdIpt
dpΓq
V pΓq|V pΓq
PpΓqR1FurΓsq ě sdIpt
dpΓq
V pΓq|V pΓq
PpΓqurΓss ě sdI rurΓsq,
where we used Lemma 12 in the last inequality. Summing over all forests we arrive at
sdIpRurΓsq ě min
FPF
sdIpRFurΓsq ě sdIpurΓsq.
Since we assumed that degIpurγsq ą 0 for all γ Ď Γ, we know that degIpRurΓsq ą 0 and
deg
I
pRurΓsq ă 0 by Theorem 1 so that RurΓs is integrable over I.
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